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“Admiral” Achieves Highest Rank at #1 LPI! 
  
With a deep Canadian pedigree, Smithden Admiral (Goldwyn x Allen x Rudolph x Lindy) takes 
command by achieving #1 LPI this round. He is full brother to Smithden Goldwyn Alexandra 
with the well-known Smithden Allen Alison as their dam. Admiral is one of three newly proven 
sires that graduate into the Top 10 LPI this round with the others being Genervations Lobo 
(Goldwyn x Durham) at #8 LPI and UFM-Dubs Olegant-ET (Elegant x O Man) at #10 LPI. With 
just 15 LPI points separating the top three LPI sires, Skalsumer Jorryn (Jocko Besn x Celcius) 
increases two positions to become #2 LPI (#1 Protein, #4 Fat, #9 Milk) and Lirr Drew Dempsey 
(Goldwyn x Derry, tied #4 Conformation) slides two places from #1 to #3 LPI. Braedale 
Goldwyn regains power to reach #4 LPI and with the addition of another surge of outstanding 
proven sons in Canada, now totalling 109, he is the highest sire of sons with their LPI 
averaging 1243 points. As the highest proven O Man son in Canada, Crockett-Acres Eight-ET 
(tied #3 Protein) jockeys six positions to attain #5 LPI from #11 last round. Popular proven 
sires, Comestar Lauthority (Goldwyn x Igniter, tied #4 Conformation), O-Bee Manfred Justice-
ET (tied #3 Protein) and Sandy-Valley Bolton-ET complete the remaining top 10 LPI sires at 
#6, #7 and #9, respectively.  
 
Goldwyn Produces Great Sons and Dominates the Maternal Side!  
 
An impressive total of 152 bulls are newly proven this round, of which 141 are young sire 
graduates. Three well known sires, Buckeye, Toystory and Elegant, see several of their oldest 
of sons become proven. After adding 19 newly proven sons this round, Goldwyn now sires 
26% of the Top 100 LPI, including four within the current Top 10 LPI, where he himself ranks 
#4. To add to his world-class credentials, Goldwyn also sires 31.6% of the Top 1000 GLPI 
cows and is the maternal grandsire to another 15.3%. Additional newly proven Goldwyn sons 
debuting in the Top 50 LPI include Kilobyte (Goldwyn x Durham, jointly sampled in the Czech 
Republic) at #20 LPI and Genervations Lexicon (out of Lylehaven Lila Z) at #40 LPI.  
 
Gillette Job, son of Gillette-I Durham Jericho and maternal brother to Jordan and Jerrick, 
becomes the highest LPI Shottle son in Canada taking #22 LPI. In addition to Olegant at #10 
LPI, Honeycrest Elegant adds a second high ranking son, namely Poly-Kow Alltop-ET, out of 
J-Harris Morty Allright-ET. Stantons Sudial becomes the highest Buckeye son in Canada at 
#28 LPI with none other than Sher-Est Rudolph Stress-ET as his dam.  The first sons of FBI 
also perform well including Charpentier LFG Spectrum*RDC at #30 LPI (2nd highest red carrier 
after Mr Burns*RDC at #17 LPI, dam is Gen-I-Beq Talent Spectra R&W), Geno Maritime (#33 
LPI, dam is Geno Stormatic Minna) and Gillette Jungle at #50 LPI (dam is Gillette-I Durham 
Jericho). Four of the former Top 50 LPI bulls lose over 400 LPI points including Honeycrest 
Elegant-ET (-402 points, BW Marshall x Patron), Kildare Altawyzer (-595 points, Goldwyn x 
Blitz), Gillette Wellbred (-966 points, Elegant x Blitz) and Comestar Lombardys (-442 points, 
Magical x Igniter). On a positive note, Chasin-Rainbows Jadon-ET (Goldwyn x Emerson) 
climbs from #71 LPI to #25 LPI by increasing 374 LPI points. First proven in the United States, 
Aggravation Lawn Boy P-Red receives his first official LPI at #91, becoming the second 
highest Red and White proven sire following Micheret Infrarouge R&W (Salto R&W x Faber-
Red) at #69 LPI.      



 
Impressive New Planet Daughter Debuts!  
 
Beaucoise Planet Plane (Planet x Beaucoise Bolton Princess) bursts onto the scene at #3 
GLPI (tied at #4 Protein) to become the highest newly indexed cow this round. LES091 Baxter 
Model Rubis (Baxter x Goldwyn) maintains her rank as #1 GLPI (#3 Fat) but is now followed by 
Mapel Wood Baxter Bethany who jumps from #7 to #2 GLPI (tied #5 Fat). Increasing 285 LPI 
points, Dexpro Splendor Mr Burns*RDC (Mr Burns*RDC x FBI) climbs from #37 to #9 GLPI (#3 
Protein) and joins Vidia Bolton Magique*RDC (#8 GLPI, tied #8 Fat, Bolton x Goldwyn) as the 
two red carriers among the Top 10 GLPI this round. Comestar Lautama Goldwyn and 
Smithden Bolton Alexandria (from Admiral’s family) maintain their order but both drop two 
positions to rest at #4 and #5 GLPI, respectively. Wiamy Kyana Bolton (tied #8 Protein) falls 
two positions to #7 GLPI while Gillette Bolton 2nd Sleep maintains her rank at #6 GLPI (#6 Milk) 
and now is tied at #1 for Conformation. Comestar Goldwyn Lilac maintains her GLPI but slips a 
notch to #10 GLPI. Two other newly indexed cows of interest this round are Vidia Mr Burns 
Miss R&W (#17 GLPI) and Gen-I-Beq Baxter Britany (#30 GLPI and tied #8 Fat, Baxter x Gen-
I-Beq Shottle Barbi). After being genotyped since the last round, Ginary Bolton Nadine takes 
#28 GLPI and grabs the #2 position for Fat. Also newly genotyped, but no stranger to the 
spotlight, Eastside Lewisdale Gold Missy (Goldwyn x Outside) is tied at #9 for Conformation 
with +17. 


